
Seldom Seen Saunter
Welcome to the Seldom Seen Saunter

Linking together elements of Four Gallon Glide, Charnock Chaser and Moss Valley Meander
with the hidden Victorian industrial gem. This is a mixed terrain run with footpaths, forestry
tracks, roads and farm/ 4x4 bridle paths. If it has been wet the first section will be muddy.
Enjoy!

Start/finish - The public car park at Ford behind the Bridge Inn
https://w3w.co/games.linen.photo

From the car park go through the gate in the corner opposite the entrance to the car park.
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Follow the footpath along the side of the
fishing pond (on your left) and past an open
grassy area.

Continue along the path, crossover a small bridge

When the path forks take the left branch.
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Continue along the
path you will reach a
second pond, run
past this pond.

You will reach a path junction - you need to continue over the bridge to cross the Moss
(approx 1km)

You will emerge into a field - follow the path along the field border. Continue along the path
into the woods.

At approx 2km there is a
cross road of pathways
take the path in front of
you.
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Within 100m take path on the left
signposted Seldom Seen Engine
house - run up to the building and
round to the back of the building - this
is compulsory checkpoint. Return the
way you came back onto the forestry
track.

Follow the forestry track for a
further 1km approx at this point
the path branches to the left and
meets a road. Take left hand track
(Gashouse lane)
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Run up Gashouse lane for 1km. You will enter the
village of Mosborough. Gashouse lane becomes
Chapel Street near the Alma pub.

Stay on Chapel lane and take the left hand branch
at the village green.

Turn left onto Plumbley Hall
Road. Approximately 150m you
will see another green area, take
the footpath to the left onto
Plumbley Lane.

Continue up the lane for approx ¾ km until you arrive at a t-junction with Plumbley farm in
front of you. Turn left. Follow the farm track which becomes Plumbley Wood lane, follow for
2km, cross over the stream and turn left, continue for a further ¾ km until you meet
Ridgeway road.
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Turn right up the hill, cross over (take care) and take Sloade lane, at the ford turn left

and continue for a 1km when you meet the junction with Geer and Doe lane.

Turn left onto Geer Lane. Follow Geer lane for the last km. You will run over a road bridge,
and emerge onto Ridgeway Moor road. Turn left. Take care on last stretch for traffic. Quick
sprint to the Bridge Inn, down the driveway to the left of the pub and back to the car park.

Enjoy!
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